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Tri-Partite Dialogue

By PETE BERNARDI, News Reporter
Sometime within the next six
weeks, representatives of Xavier's
administration, faculty, and student body will meet off-campus to
discuss their respective roles within
the university community. Gene
Beaupre, President of Student
Council, has spearheaded this
unique undertaking.
1. "Hold On, I'm Coming." Sam and Dave present a Soul HomeHe and Mr. Patrick Nally, Dean
coming, Friday, November 1. Tickets $3.50 for Xavier students and
of Men, successfully broached the
Alumni. $4.00 for others.
idea of a university dialogue to
Fr. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., President of Xavier University, October 3. Last Monday, the AdminisBy MIKE HENSON, News Editor-in Chief
trative
Problems
Committee
For the First time Homecoming will be a two-night endorsed the project, thus guaranteeing participation by the
affair- Friday, Nov. 1 and Saturday, Nov. 2. Administration.
On Tuesday, the
Friday night will feature SAM & DAVE in concert Faculty Committee warmly reat the Fieldhouse and Saturday night will again be ceived the plan.
at the Topper Club featuring the ESQUIRES.
A total of thirty to thirty-five

Homecoming's A-Comin'

SAM & DAVE have been performing together as a team since
1961. In the six years they have
been together, they have created a
remarkable reputation as the most
exciting twosome on the "soul
music scene." Billed as the" Double
Dynamite" duo, they have thrilled ·
fans throughout the world with
their hold on their followers with
hit after hit recording on the Memphis-based Stax label. Two of their
best recordings are "Hold On, I'm
Coming" and "Soul Man".
SAM & DAVE offer a simple
explanation for their great act:
"We simply try to do a little more
than required. If this means we
have to sing one song for 50
minutes. If this means we have to
perform for an hour without stop-··
ping, then we perform for an hour
without stopping. We want everybody to remember SAM&DAVE."
Saturday night of Homecoming
will feature the ESQUIRES, known
principally through their two recordings: "Get On Up" and "Get
On Up and Get Away". The dance
itself will be held at Music Hall's
Topper Club. Capacity for this
year's dance will be 900 couples.
The bar wUl be serving beer, coke,
and seven-up.
Tickets for SAM & DAVE will
go for $3.50 per person for Xavier
students and Xavier Alumni and
$4.00 per person for everyoneelae.
saturda:v nisht's price will be

$4.00 a couple. Combination tic·
kets will be $10.00.
The theme for the Homecoming
will be "Cities of the World". Float
·competition, which is being handled
by Bob Bartels, is open to any
bona fide organization on campus
and special invitations being extended to OLC and The Mount.
Building fund appropriations of
$50 will be provided for the first
ten entries from Xavier - applications are available in the Student
Council Office or through Bob
Bartels (281-3068 ). The deadline
for applications from Xavier Organizations is 4 p.m., October 25.
Ed Schmitt (Kuhlman 601) will
be chairman of the Queen's C.ontest this year. Only girls from OLC,
The Mount, Good Samaritan
School of Nursing, and Xavier
University will be eligible for the
contest. Important dates to remember for this contest are:
Oct. 14 Ballots and Rules will
be available in the
Student Council Office.
Oct. 21 One Gloss print picture due for the Newspaper; Two 8 by 10
finest prints due for
display.
Oct. 23 Deadline for all
ballots.
Oct. 24 Opening day for all
campaigning.
Oct. 30 Voting.
& 31

Pendleton, scene of St. Paul's Teen Center

representatives of the three groups
will attend the conference. Fr.
O'Connor, Gene Beaupre, and the
Faculty Committee are responsible
for inviting their own contingents.
Most likely, they will jointly finance
the week-end dialogue.
As suggested in the Student
Council proposal dealing with the
Community
Conference, "The
agenda of the conference will be
drawn up by a committee of three
(one memberoftheadministration,
one faculty member, and one student), who will draw upon the
ideas of all the individuals who
are invited to attend the conference.
'fhose involved in the planning of
the conference empha&ize that the
purpose is not to bicker over
superficial issues; the conference
will be an attempt at mature, in-

depth analysis of Xavier University as a community and the implications of that concept for
Xavier's future.
At this point, conference planners admit this .notion of "Xavier
as
a community'' is rather
nebulous. They will nail down
definite points for discussion in
the time left before the conference.
The Community Conference Is
an extension of the dialogue begun
last May. In a first for Xavier
University, student leaders met on
an official level with members of
the Board of Trustees to begin
ironing out problems of communication. The Community Conference
however, is the first step toward
a tri-partite participation offaculty,
administration, and students in
dialogue.

Commuter Probe Planned
By J. MICHAEL DUNPHY, News Exec'utive Editor

In keeping with the Beaupre-Gay Platform, Student
Council has initiated an ad hoc committee to investigate the role of the commuter in the University
community.

to become active."
Student Council has for years
been the territory of the dorm student simply because of proximity
to the school and each other. The
mi ttee, selected by respective class goal of the commuter committee
officers will be, Ed Bruggeman and will be "to bring the commuting
Jim Scheurmann '69, Mark Wil- student back to the campus". The
kins and Don Schmidt '70, and committee hopes to present Student
Marc Goldberg and Don Rake! '71. Council with a formal report of its
Immediate plans for the com- investigation of the problem. "It
mittee involve a poll of the com- is our desire," expressed Stuhlmuter students to try and determine reyer, "not to polarize the comthe underlying reasons for the muter and dorm student but to
"apparent disinterest". Stuhlreyer bring them into the university combelieves that, "Far too often day munity with equal weight and
students are interested in partici- representation."
pating but are not given the chance

Jack Stuhlreyer, appointed by
Council to chair the Commuter
Committee, stressed that, "Our
initial problem will be investigate
and try to solve the apparent disinterest of the day students on campus. We prefer not to call it apathy
because we think it to be somewhat
more complex than that." Other
members of the committee include
seniors Andy Homan and Dan
Randolph In an advisory capacity.
Representatives on the com-

Over-the-Rhine Center Needs Funds
By MIKE HENSON, News Editor-in-Chief
"Student Council has been lagging behind in the all-important
area of social action whenitshould
be the vanguard of Involvement,"
claims Dan O'Dell Smith, chairman
of Council's Community Relations
Coordinating Committee.
He brought the problem to
Council's attention by introducing
at the first meeting Dean Floyd,
director of St. Paul's Teen Council,
. at Twelfth and Pendleton, In the
northern end of the Over-the- Rhine,
one of the city's deepest poverty
districts. The Pendelton area is
heavily populated by Blacks.
Southern Appalchian Migrants occupy most of the rest of the ghetto.
The Teen Center is a development of the Youth Development
Program· of Hub, the coordinating
agency of social action programs
in the Over-the-Rhine. It is run by
Floyd and a ten-member teen council, and assisted by seminarians
from Mt. St. Marys, Norwood.
When in full operation, the center
will serve the whole community,
young and old." "I don't care who
they are, If they want to come In,
that's lovely." But he's having
trouble.

"Dean ·has big plans, but he's
afraid that not many neighborhood reaideats will brave the freezing temperatures in his Center."
Smith explains. There is as yet no
heat in the building, and no funds
have been provided by any of the
Center's sponsoring agencies.
"His treaaury is almeat as empty as his S)'m and there's nor a
hell of a lot of spare money floating around his neighborhood. Consequently, he relies almost completely upon outside contributions."
During Floyd's presentation to
Council, members asked what they
could do. He replied, "Even a bucket of water would be appreciated."
But his main appeal was for funds
to heat the building.
The Center is located in an old
elementary school building donated by St. Paul's Church,
Twelfth and Pendelton.
"The present administration has
made committments, and Dean
!<'loyd has provided an excellent
opportunity to fulfill them, Smith
continued. "During last year's Student Body presidential campaign,
the two opposing candidates
seemed to be In almost complete

agreement on one issue, the necessity, even the obli&ation, on the
part of the university to become
increasingly involved in our surrounding communities."
He emphasized however, "This
is by no means a Xavier project.
All staffings,
planning, and
decision-making will be left exclusively to Dean and the Teen Coun·
ell. Any excessive interference by
outside contributors would destroy
the purpose of the Center by decreasing the essential sense of community and participation In a
neighborhood project."
Council is still deliberating over
the proposal.
The New• il willinJ to print
any Jetter that exhibit• a Jeneral interest to the Univeuit7
community. In the 19terest of
1ivin1 everyone an equal opportunity of beint heard, we
Mil: tllat •• at&e•JIII be ..,e
te llllllt ~uneU to 1. . tllu
I l l wo.._ The letters mQ' be
pven &o an.J member of the
Nawa •tall, dropped iD Ute

campus inan or sUpped under
tbe ottJce door JD the dead of
DiCta&. Tbuk JOL
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Boycott •••
The plight of the migrant worker is a sad one.
His pay averages about $1.40 an hour; his work is
seasonal, unsteady -- when the field he mployed in is
harvested, he must move on. Living conditions are,
at best, tolerable. Present labor laws do not cover
him -- thus, minimum wage and child labor laws,
health insurance and fringe benefits are, for the most
part, not available to him. His family must .move
where he can find work; often the wife and children
will work in the fields, too. Educational facilities for
the children are in turmoil, due primarily to the necessity of the mobility of the occupation.
The movement to raise the conditiens of the migrant
worker began in 1965 when the United Farm Workers
Organizational Committee, the bargaining agent for
the Grape Farm \Vorkers' Union, sought union recognition from the powerful grape growers of Delano,
California. Although the union apparently represented
a majority of the field laborers, the growers refused.
In September, 1965, the union struck the Delano growers and since then, due largely to sympathetic boycotts
across the land, the union won several contracts in
grape country.
The UF\VOC's central figure is Caesar Chavez,
a man considered a vicious enemy of the non-union·
ized agricultural system by some, and the "Bolivar
of the migratory worker" by others. He was politically em braced by the late Senator Robert Kennedy
as well as Senator Eugene McCarthy. Catholic dioceses in t11e country, and in particular the Cincinnati
archdiocese, perhaps to mitigate the damage done by
the "grower-Church coalition" in Delano, have expressed their s-ympathy for the migratory laborer.
The California grape boycott, while aimed primarily at aiding California migrant workers whose situation is not as serious as those from others areas,
will ultimately aid the migratory worker everywhere.
That union leaders are attempting to force the
growers to negotiate out of fear is unfortunate, but a
necessary action. Powerful growers have neither the
right to bind the political hands of migrant workers,
nor to perpetuate economic injustice on a minority
oppressed long enough. A successful boycott is vastly
needed -- but will come about only by eveJ·y individual's actions.
D. 4. R

C"' i 1cb·en $\at'le ... mean'H'h\\e

We ea't i'"apes
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Commun1ty
Conference:
To Speak the Same

Language

Self-determination: Herbie Mann
M a k in g It w0 r k
Self-determination is as strong a demand in the
ghetto as are those for jobs, better schools, and livable housing. It is perhaps a deeper need than any
of these, for without the freedom and respect that a
man's ability to lay for himself the course of his life
give, then the economic reforms mean little, as we
see in the case of student rebels. The sense that wheels
have been set in motion and they cannot be stopped,
even among the relatively affluent, sets the stage for
revolt.
Yet this very simple demand is almost impossible
to fulfill. To certain ears, the cry out of the Black
ghetto for self-determination is read "Black Power;"
Black Power is read "rebellion;" rebellion is read
anarchy, and city governments, knowing where the
political muscle is, stand as dead on the issue as their
marble monuments and keep up the dole. On the other
side, the liberal can prop his ego by rescuing people
in the way that only he knows.
The needs of the ghetto are met by neither approach.
Yet the tendency in urban problem-solving is now for
greater participation by residents of the problem area.
An example is the Youth Development Program in
Cincinnati. But the problem that comes up in problem
areas ·is that the funds are all on the outside. Thus,
they must appeal for funds to people who will have
small say about how the money is to be managed.
The conflict often means that one or the other will
suffer.
Xavier now has a chance to help, in a very small
way, one ghetto agency overcame this proglem. The
problem of St. Paul's Teen Center, presented to Council by Dan O'Dell Smith of the Community Relations
Coordinating Committee, gives us an opportunity to
fulfill the committment made by Student Body heads
Beaupre and Gay in a way that will insure thP. best
results. Responsible concern for the difficulties of the
surrounding communities make help through funding
and personnel the best approach when coupled with a
respect for the need of the poor to run their own show.
-

M.J.H.

Tickets to tllC Friday, October
11 Herbie ivlann co nccrt at Xavier Fieldhouse will be sold at the
door tonight.
Tickets are priced at $3.75 and
3.00, with special student tickets
priced at S2.00.
The upcoming concert marks the
first appearance of Herbie Mann
in Cincinnati since this summer's
Ohio Valley Jazz Festival at Crosley Field.

Proclaimed by many critics as
"the most exciting group in jazz
today;" the sextet features Herbie
Mann, flute;
Roy Ayer, vibes;
Sonny Sharrock and Larry Coryell, guitars; Bruno Carr, drums;
and Mirislav Vitous, bass.
As of this date, good seats are
still available in all price categories.

At the meeting last May in which student leaders
met, foi· the first time, on an official level with members of the Board of Trustees, the foundations for a
mutual understanding of each position were laid.
But there was one disturbing note. Although both
parties were making hopeful first steps toward communication, there was a strong barrier to real communication. As one student noted, "They seemed
to speak a different language."
There were radical differences in the understanding
of such basic terms as "university", "community",
and "education," such deep problems that it seemed
that some way must be found to discover the root
of the meanings of these terms before any meaningful
progress could be made in solving specific problems
like compulsory ROTC, religious requirements, intercommunity involvement, and freedom in the classroom.
Therefore, Student Body President Gene Beaupre
and a group of concerned students took up the idea
of a special conference, dedicated especially to di~
cussing roles and definitions. The hope out of th1s
conference is that the different elements of the campus
begin to speak the same language.
- MJH
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Letters to the Editor
MASS OF THE HOLY SPiaiT
ComJIUt~rizell llt!ligion Mr. John Henderson
Assistant Dean of Men
Xavier University
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dear Mr. Henderson,
It is unfortunate that this letter
is not one of praise in recognition
of the fine work you are doing for
the student body. We do thank
you. But our particular concern in
this letter is one that can evoke
from us only strong criticism. We
are referring to the October 2nd
Mass of the Holy Spirit. !'rescinding from details of the liturgy itself,
a liturgy very inappropriate and
disappointing for a university community Eucharist, we will consider
simply the question of religious
coercion on the part of the university officials.
"Of its very nature, the exercise
of religion consists before all else
in those internal, voluntary, and
free acts whereby man sets the
course of his life directly toward
God. No merely human power can
either command or prohibit acts of
this kind" (Declaration on Religious Freedom, Vatican II, No.3).
This principle, enunciated in a
document directed toward civil
goverrunent, equally applies in this
situation. The ~ucharist is neces-

sarily an act of love, and thus must
be an act of free choice on the part
of the individual and of the community. Wednesday's Eucharist
failed in this. It became simply a
compulsory convocation called because university officials deem it
fitting to add a spiritual tone to the
beginning of the school year.
The desire to have the university Christian community join together to begin the year with a
community Eucha.ristic celebration
is natural, commendable, and perhaps even essential for a Catholic
university. But to apply this idea
by forcing every undergraduate
student, under a five-dollar penalty,
to be physically present at a liturgical "celebration," and a very
tasteless celebration at that, is so
utterly contrary to the nature of
worship as to be degrading to the
very notion of the Christian way
of life and damaging to faith. You
can't tell the Christians by the
convocation cards.
If this desire is to find true and
congruous expression, it must
flower in a true worship celebration in which Christians, drawn by
love of Christ and of each other,
freely join together in faith. It is
only "the renewal in the Eucharist

lJ111110 l)f!"~
Gentlemen:
I didn't really expect to emerge
from last week's Mass of the Holy
Spirit gifted with glossolalia, but
then, on the other hand, neither did
I expect to witness a service which
would leave me totally bored, unmoved, and indifferent. Since I saw
no one eagerly striving for the seats
nearest the altar nor heard any
resounding humn singing, I
assume that the vast majority of
the congregation experienced reaclions similar to mine. It is perplex-

f

~.,,.,.u

,.,,,

Gentlemen:
While still overwhelmed by the
spiritual impact of to day's sermon,
I would like to publicly commend
and express my own sincerest appreciation to the Xavier Jesuit
Community
for
the divinely
inspired topics which they have
discussed on the past two Sundays at our local parish church,
Bellarmine Chapel. After four
years of attending Xavier 1 feel

ing that while schools like Scranton
and Fordham can produce flour. ishing liturgies enthusiastically
supported by the students (without
administrative coercion, I might
add), the most Xavier eancome up
with year after ·year is the sterile
non-liturgies in the fieldhouse. I
sincerely hope that the Mass was
no indication of the state of spiritual life on this campus. I'd like
to believe that last spring's Mass
for Dr. Martin Luther King was
a more accurate reflection of re-

tile ilfl.gel.tJ r
that our Jesuit leaders have finally
hit upon two of the most controversial and explosive issues of the
modern living Church, the problem of angels and the Blessed Virgin Mary. I know that these two
sermons will be tremendously influential in helping me strenboihen
my Christian commitment.
Sincerely,
Jerry J'>'lahoney '69

Yearbool' Neetls llelp
Gentlemen:
''Well, they finally put out last
year's yearbook! '' Those words
will be heard quite often as the
1968 edition of the Musketeer is
distributed. Along with thesewords
will come the cynical remarks of
students who care little about a
yearbook seven months of the
year. However, when May arrives,
the hue and cry for "their" yearbook comes from these very same
students. Let us, however, consider
some of the facts of the situation.
In the past two years, the Musketeer has been issued as a Fall
annual. This is the current trend

WANTED
Help is needed on the 1969 Musketeer in the areas of layout, copy
writing, typing, and especially pho·
tography. Experience is helpful but
not necessary. Interested students
are urged to contact Tom Plngaj,
K-408, 731-0359 or 'rom Kloecker, or any member of the staff.

of many of today's colleges. However, preference was not always the
determinant of when the yearbook
would be issued. To a great extent,
necessity because of a small staff
forced the Musketeer to become a
Fall issue. \\fhether the annual is
issued in Spring or Fall, is merely
incidental to the fact that few students care enough. about "their"
yearbook to bother helping In its
creation. If the students won't care
about "their'' yearbook* -THEN
WHO WILL?
Thomas Pingaj
Editor, 1969 Musketeer

ANNOUNCEMENT
PHILOSOPHY CLUB
Dr. F. G. Werner will be guest
!!peaker in the Hearth Room, Sunday October 13, 1968. His topic
is "Imminent Personality In Quantum Behaving Systems?'

flpt!ll Lettl!r
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In the Margin

GeorgeEder

Sense and Nonsense

It is too easy to condemn the
Mass of the Holy Spirit as instiof the covenant between the Lord tutional religion. And all too comand man" that can honestly."draw mon. But to do so is to oversimplify
the faithful into the motivating love the situation.
of Christ and set them afire" (ConThere ismoreinvC'lved here than
stitution on Sacred Liturgy, Vatiforcihg a person by administrative
can 11, No. 10), not a system of
decree to worship in a particular
monetary coercion efficiently enway .. That is indeed involved, but
forced by computer. A high-quality
to label that the only issue is to beg
liturgy, deeply expressive of the the question considerably.
sacrament of Eucharist, must be
The Mass of the Holy Spirit
your drawing card.
is supposedly held as community
On a practical level, you might
worship. Both words -- "comconsider having a number of small
munity" and "worship" -- are
Masses of the Holy Spirit across
pivotal. The university is much
campus on different days, with the
taken up these days with the idea
president leading each of these celeof community. Administration, facbrations. Let the students plan the
ulty, and students all endorse the
liturgy, or at least let those priests
principle, as a principle. To call
who actually celebrate Eucharist
Xavier a community istorecognize
for the students day after day, who
that we have a meaningful existknow what expresses their worship,
ence together, above and beyond
do the planning.
our individual lives. We have a
Let's not obscure "the mystery stake in each other, a stake in what
of Christ and the real nature of we have together. We have responthe Church" (CSL, No.2) by turn- sibilities· to each other, and fundaing community liturgical worship mental rights in our dealings wiU1
into forced crowd maneuvers.
one another.
Respectfully,
But far too many of us give only
Edward Dolan, S.J.
lip service to the principle of comOwen Donahue, S.J.
munity. Far too many times we
John Egan, S.J.
use it· merely as a lever for our
Terrence Charlton, S.J.
vested interests. And far too often
we forget it when we find that it
does not highlight our immediate
needs. We do not have the consciousness of being a community
that is the necessary underpinning
for the Mass of the Holy Spirit.
ligion at Xavier. That Mass was
Understanding the Mass as woran example of what good liturgy
ship
Is important also. Since weare
can be when someone cares to arrange good music and meaningful human beings in a community, we
participation of the faithful. It was can speak to the Lord together. We
also evidence that Xavier has the need not plead, necessarily; we need
potentiality for liturgical renewal not profess with one voice. Regardwhich could be realized through less of our differences, we can turn
the cooperation of students and ad- to Him as human beings together.
We can act upon and deepen our
ministration.
community.
Sincerely,

John F. Makowski

Paee Three

Yet at Xavier we do not seem to
feel the need to celebrate our existence as a community. We do not
see the importance of involving
God in our relationships with each
other. We do not understand that
by joining in a relationship with
the Lord as a community, as persons together, wecanstrengthen the
relationships that bind us together
as human beings.
The simple and disturbing fact
is that there is little understanding
among ourselves of what we mean
by calling ourselves individuals in
a community in a relationship with
God. If we don't believe this, then
Jet's stop calling ourselves such.
And if we do believe it, then let's
all improve our understanding of
what it entails, and reexamine what
we do in its name.
For the requirementofattending
the Mass of the Holy Spirit makes
even less sense in this deeper understanding of the situation. The Mass
is for those who end~rse the principle of community ·and recognize
Lord's
meaning to the
the
community. Requiring attendance
is tantamount to regulating individual thought and conviction.
There i~ a further incongruity
that makes the requirement even
more ridiculous. The present rationale for required attendance
argues from the principle of
community. But the attendance is
only required of the students, and
not of the faculty and the administration. Not only is the requirement
wrong, it is inconsistent.
This is not a simple m~tter of
institutional religion. There are
deeper issues involved that reveal
the attitudes of our university community. The Mass of the Holy
Spirit rests upon our collBciousness of being a community and of
turning to God together.

--···-----.,-------------

Pied Piper
Beckons

By PETE HARSHAM
Located just off campus, within
easy reach of practically everyone,
is a small, intimate coffee house
known as the Pied Pieper. Situated
below the Heligious Activities Center on Ledgewood Avenue, the
Pied Piper has hours from 5-12
Sunday through Thursday and
6-1 o'clock on Fridays and Saturdays. Opened as a student-run,
off~ampus organization, it is presently under the management of
three Xavier men: Jerry Shekelton,
,John Needler and Tom Muhick.
The Pied Piper, for those who
have never stopped in, is indeed
Follow the Pied Piper to everything from sublime poetry to nittya coffee house. Upon entering, one
finds a softly lighted cavern with gritty folk-music. Java - 5¢ •
music that ranges from the acidrock of Jimi Hendrix, to'the poetic
·verse of Leonard Cohen. It is a
place where the coffee flows freely,
or practically so, at five~ents a
cup. Also available are a number
of other drinks, of the soft variety,
NO MATTER HOW FAST YOU READ
lor those who do not enjoy the
dark black brew.
In addition to its free-wheeling
atmosphere, which may spawn
activities from extemporaneous
readings to roving balladeers, the
TO AT LEAST TRIPLE YOUR
men in charge have also planned
PRESENT READING SPEED
such events as folk groups, plays,
and sessions of improvisation.
WHILE MAINTAINING SUPERIOR
Among the Piper's steadiest followCOMPREHENSION
ers, the hope was that the house
would, in the future, act as a meetMOST OF OUR GRADUATES READ)
ing place and, perhaps, a forum
( SIX TIMES THEIR ORIGINAL SPEED
for students seeking a platform for
SPEED READING IS A SKILL YOU
self-expression.
SHOULD HAVE !
During a visit to the Pled Piper,
one hears only one complaint
ACT NOW!
voiced, and that one was not unFOR
THE
FALL SESSION
usual for the men of Xavier. Where
are the girls?? To this, one can
only say, "Well, girls'!"

READ
THIS
AS FAST AS YOU CAN

SPEED READING ASSOCIATES
GUARANTEES

Phone 6 3 1- 18 4 0
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AMoM£~:;Ke
MuR
DyJACK MURRAY, News Sports Edllor

OFFE:'\SIH:

U~E

DESEit\ES HECOGNITION

Cut. hruist•d. ami son• tlt•sl'rillt's 1111 ufft•nsh·•• linl'mun tlw duy uftt•r u fool·
hull 1-(lllllt'. Thost• fin• intninr lu•lwmnth 's must tin tlwir joh whirh iN In mo\'J'
tlw npporwnts dim.•tly OJIIHI!<ilt• tht•m out of tlw way so th<• lll'utllim• gruhhin~-t
IHtl'ks t'llll slipthrnul-(h ·· whilt• noceiving no fnnfart·.

X READY TO BEGIN ANEW AFTER
EVENING RECORD AT 2~2
Oy CHUCK QUINN, News Sports Reporter

The Xavier Musketeers, paced by AI Ippolito,
overcame a 20-7 Halftime deficit to win the ballgame
30-20 over Marshall U. and to even XU's record at
two wins and two loses. The converted quarterback
scored 3 of Xavier's 4 touchdowns. Oneofthe nation's
leading passing duos, Buckmaster to Barnhorst, also
was vital in victory. True to form, Muskie fumbles
paved the way to 2 of the Marshall TD's. An aroused
XU Defense paved the fine performance of the Offense
in the 2nd Half.

Tlw offt•nsivt•lint•mt•n ureoftt•ntinw 11111111'·
lt>ss giunts. I lt•n• at Xa\'it•r, John Shinm•rs,
Bob Hnllifit>ld, Slt'\'t' Uazzoli, Hon i\lurruy,
Dave Meyers, another converted
Tim Ht>nard • .lt>rry . Pill'nVaf.tt>, l\likt• llt>rr, quarterback, took Xavier's opendo 11 workmunlikl' job. l..ast Saturday, X ing handoff up the middle for a 2
~~~~umulutt>rl 272 yurds on tht• ground in yard gain. Buckmaster's pass for
61 carries. Tht• offensive line pltty..d an Ippolito was incomplete. Dick
outstundin~-t game.
Barnhorsl was on the receiving
end of the next Buckmaster pass,
Yes, unci they pay for their l'fforts. John which was good for a first down
Shinners, who used to play soml' pretty on the XU 30. After Terry Renard
good baseball, while looking at his swollen was thrown for 3 yard loss, Dave
hands, said "I doubt if I could--throw a. weston recovered Jerry Buckmaster's fumbl~, on the Muskie 24.
JOHN SHirt~~~~
' baseballtwo·(~."·
Arter 2 incom pletions, John OerTim Renard~, 9Ji' tht>;· f\1ar!l~.all gamP "The turning ,point .was wht>n wP<-- tell hit"'Jeff Ternes for a 20 yard
Narched thP ~ngttl ·o1 thP'fieJd; am. jammed the batl d'own' tkir throais in. gain. XU's Vic Nolting broke up
the begiimirig of'the<!ftond half. That brought us alivt>." (The series was the next pass play. Then Oertel!
~apped when one quurterbark, Jerry Bu~kmastt>r, pitched out to another quur- bootlegged to his left for a 4 yard
terbal'k, Dave Meyers (starting his first collt•ge gamt•), who in turn sailed 11 TD. The Muskie defen11e blocked
2.3 yard touchdown pass to a third quarterbal'k, Slithering t\1 Ippolito.)
the extra point attempt.
Xavier appeared to have mounAt Ieast one limP during a football L'ontest !-(lance down into "The Pit" ted an offensive thrust when they
and see what's happt•ning.
moved the ball from their 26 to
The exp«"rls say .John Shinners dears avenut>s likt• a Chkago cop dm•s the Marshall 28 yard line. With
his t·m~mil's. Shinnt•r's, a possihlt• and prohablt• ALI.rAMERICAN deservt'S 2nd down and 15 "Bucky's" pass
to Oarnhorsl was intercepted by
your nttt>nlion. Watd1 number 61.
Mike Smith of Marshall.
Then Marshall started to move.
However, they could not gel past
the Muskle 40, and Skip Williams'
rRON l\lt\N DONNELLY
punt rolled out of the end zone for
Stl'ubenville, Ohio does not havl' the only market on hustling players, a Touchback.
Steve Ecclestone recovered his
hut it has some good ones ·· Dun Abramowkz, Jimmy "The Grl'f'k" Snydt•r,
own
fumble on the 19. Jim Prather
Dean Martin(?), and Rich Donnelly,thecatch~r.
in the game at quartrrback
For a guy that hit only .220 in the Northern League (Class A), Rit•h fumbled. This time X's opponents
Donnelly had quite a summer. With the Minnesota Twins farm dub, St. recovered. Wasting no time, Carter
Cloud, Rieh started and caught all 70 games ·· playing every inning except carried the ball to the XU 13 and
onl' ·· played in thl' Northern League All-Star game, and drew raves from his on the following play Oertel! hit
Ternes for the score. Ralbusky's
coach, his teammeats, and thl' fans.
kick was good giving Marshall a
The effervt>scent Donnelly hustles all the way. There's a reward out for 13 to nothing lead.
anyone catching Donrlt'lly walking while on the baseball diamond. Nobodv
Ippolito returned the kickoff 40
will ever collt'CI; it will nt'\'er happen. He Wll!i running before anyone l'V~r yards to the Muskie 43. Xavier's
heard of Pete Rose. Donnelly is nlwuys alert, kl'f'ping up a constant chatter. drive carried into the 2nd quarter
On!' lime. while playing for XU, Donnelly's hustle so upset a Southern redneck before a Buckmaster pass on 4th
pitcher that he dtocked Hil'h while Donnt•lly was scoring a run. lie has good and 10 sailed out of bounds.
Xavier regained possession of
spl'f'd for a catcher.
the ball on the next play as Gene
The catcher's arm is ofhighcnlilll'r. "I was a little wild during the summer," Otting intercepted Oertell's pass.
said Donnelly. He threw out 25 dt•spnrndos. Pn•tty gou"d for being wild. Once again the Muskies could not
His hilling must improve. l-It• did havl' a knack of getting on base and move the ball and were forced into
scoring runs for St. .Cloud. Ht• ranked tenth in the league in runs scored. a punting situation. Ippolito booted
the ball to the Marshall 31 where
Till' real l'rowning moment of the sum- Ed Kliner signaled for a fair catch.
nll'r carne on the last day of tlw season, Kliner fumbled the ball and Jerry
when the St. Clowl Hox beat Dululh·Super· Pilcavage recovered. But the referee
gave the ball to Marshall and a
ior, 5-l. lo win the Northern League Chamheated argument followed. Xavier
pionship by a half-a-game. Dennis O'Toole, was penalized 30 yards altogether,
student hen• al Xuvier, und the \Vhile Sox 15 for a personal foul and 15 for
Furm clubs' ht>sl Jlileher, relieved in the unsportsmanlike conduct. With the
last two innings. He was the iosing Jlitdwr. ball on the Musketeer 31 the ThunTmiling •l-2 in the 8th inning, Donnelly dering Herd began to march toward the XU goal. Their own
contributed a key single which saw thrl'f'
passing duo of John Oertell to Jeff
runs plated, and eventual victory.
Ternes connected again for the
From the ST. CLOUD DAILY TIMES: second time in the game.
Ippolito returned th'e kickoff to
Tlw Rox won the flog, their j{mrth
the 36 yard line. A 26 yard scamRICH CONNELLY
stmight, by one-lmlf game over the Mets,
per around left end by AI lppolllo
nailing it cl01t'n with a IIlii!- biting 5-I victoryot'l'r Duluth-Superior. It climnxecl and a 15 yard pass from Buckn fit•e game winnin;.r strectk. And it's the jimrth stmight ymr St. Cloud has master to Barnhorst set the stage
u·on the penmmt.
for the 1st Muskie score. On 2nd
down, "Bucky" pitched back to
Club ojfidals lwre for tlw clindwr purclmsl'll the bet'emgc.~ requirt•d Jot· a
Meyers, who hit Ippolito with a
mnssh·e cclebmtion and the Rox didn't tt•ctste the OflfJOrtunity. The duiJ/wusc
perfect spiral for the touchdown.
u·as a aeritnble brllh as player doused one tuwther freely ·· shouting, jumpitl{f Gramke's kick was good. The
and bach· sloppin;.r n/lthe tt•hi/e.
score was now 20-7 in favor of
If you remember 1weing the /llimwsotn Ttl'ins celeiJmtiou on trlel'isiou ujier Marshall.
Neither team could put together
u·inniug till' America II IJ"ugue .flog in 1 96.), tlw .~cem• here u·oultl IH11'e n'a scoring threat fo1· the remaining
miudetl you tl{it.
8 and a half minutes as the first
Tom Ferrum, the lwm of tlw hour u·ith hi.~ shutout relief pill'hing, poillled half cl.lme to a close.
his jiu;.rer c11 shortstop Dwmy Tlwmpsou ami mtclwr Rkh Dmmelly as the
The rest of the game was an
/-fll_l'.~ rdro "rm11 it j(~r u.~." Fermm .~critl "Damry is ;.rr('(Jt, tlurt :~ all tlrere·.~
entirely different story, just as
to it. 1111rl Rich ... ll'ell. he'.~ heuut!{ttl to pill'lr to, bul1y, ju.~t lu•wtt!ful."
Marshall dominated the statistics
llieh DonrH'II)' is eurn•ntly n•siding- in Oxford Apartnwnts on Dana A\'l'lllll' in the 1st half, the 2nd half bewith his wift• l't•gg-y. lit• has out• st•nu•sh•r of IIL'UdL•mi<· work lt•ft. :\lso Hidt is longed to Xavier. What caused this
liflinl-( Wl'ig-hts during- lh<• winlt•r; ht• wants "to put on mort' ll't•il-(hl for ru•xl rapid change'? Was it the twinkle
in the 'eye' of the crowd that sensed
SPHSOII.''
~-------------------------------------- victory, was it l•;d Biles' fiery half-

time speech, or was it that the
Musketeer Foolballers could not
taste defeat twice in a row?
The Muskies took the kickoff
and marched 62 yards in 10 plays
to their next TD. The running of
Terry Renard, Ray Baur and Dale
Mutryn moved the ball to the Marshall 6. Then it was Buckmaster's
turn to hit lppolilo with a scoring
strike. Gramke's kick narrowed the
gap 20-14.
Through the ground-gaining efforts of Thunnan Carter, the Herd
was on the move again. A key
tackle by Jerry Mouch on the XU
25 on fourth down put an end to
the threat.

On their own 25 the Muskies
began to grind out their assault
again. The running of Meyers,
Mutryn, Baur and Ippolito along
the passing ann of Buckmaster
moved the ball for the Muskies. AI
Ippolito, tying a Xavier record,
scored his third touchdown of the
evening from the 3 yard line with
only 4 seconds gone in the fourth
period. Tom Gramke's kick put
the • Big Blue' ahead for the first
lime in the game 21-20.
The XU Defense dug in and held
the Marshall attack again. Gene
Otting returned Williams punt 14
yards to midfield. Xavier was· penalized five yards for illegal procedure. Mutryn went up the middle
for 12 yards. "Bucky" on the
sneak went for 4 yards and the
1st down. Baur then went over the
left side for 2. Buckmaster rolled
to his left and threw a 37 yard
scoring pitch to Dave Meyers. The
score stood 27-20 as Gramke's
kick was wide.
Gramke then booted his
first Field Goal rA the Ieason with
2 minutes and 34 seconds remainIng in the ball&ame.

rom

Photos by CHUCK TREISTER, of News Staff
DICK DARNHORST snaring one of 6 receptions (for 74 yards).

EJCpensive new
lie''' Cllc'~ for
big spenders

49¢

Only Bic w?uld d?re to torment a beauty like this. Not the g1rl ...
the pen she s.holdmg. It's the new luxury model Bic Clic ... designed
for. sc~olarsh1p athletes, lucky cord players and other rich campus
soc1ailtes who can afford the expensive 49-cent ptice.
. But ~on't let those delicate good looks fool you. Despite hor·
r.1ble. punishment by mod scientists, the elegant Bic Clic still wrote
frrst t1me, every time.
. · Ev.erything you wont in o fine pen, you'll find in the new Bic
Chc .. its retract~ble. Refilloble. Comes in 8 barrel colors. And like
oil B1c pe~s •. wntes first time, every time ... no matter what devilish
abuse sod1si1C students devise for it.
Wult:rman·Bic Pt:n Corporollon, M•llord, Connecticut 06,.60
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so----Defensive Back Happy
ON THE

I

With Xavier

By JOHN PRICE,
News Sports Reporter

of the student body. "Besides the
thrill of playing football, I'll never
forget Steve Bailey, Bob Verchek,
Dicky Erosivitch, and Father
Peters."
In the great Xavier tradition,
of which he has been such a vital
part, Tom reflects, "If I had to do
it all over again, I would go nowhere else but Xavier."

IM NOTES
TOM KIEBACK s
It would be easy. for me to list
the many outstanding plays that
Tom Klebach has made for Xavier at his defensive safety posltlon.
I could write of his interceptions,
his defiected passes, and his unassisted tackles. To do only this,
however, would be to present
merely one side of a well-rounded
person.
To those who only know Tom
as the player wearing uniform number 22 every Saturday during the
football season, all I can say is
that I wish you could have shared
my half-hour with him last Sunday
evening.
I met not only a fierce competitor, but a witty, very pleasant person, who has to beoneofthewarmest individuals on the Xavier
campus.
Tom, while playing for Scecina
Memorial High in Indianapolis,
was not recruited by Xavier, but
he decided to tryout for the freshman team. He not only made the
squad, but he started all four frosh
games.
Tom readily admits that his
football knowledge, beyond the
basics of tackling and blocking,
was quite limited. Recalling that
initial year, Tom says, "I don't
have enough time to talk about
the problems I had. Coach
Dougherty and Steve Bailey, (star
defensive back on lastyear'steam)
were a great help to me that year."
An injury to one of the starting
safeties gave Tom a chance to
display his talents as a sophomore,
and he has been a key member
of the defensive backfield ever since.
'!'his year Tom is calling the signals which coordinate the defensive
perimeter with the line.
Since he is not a spee·dy back,
Tom relies heavily on game films
of opponents to analyze their
moves and their reactions in certain situations. "When studying a
receiver, I look for the quickness
of his patterns and his ability to
get a. good jump from the line."
Tom is a pre-Med major at
Xavier, and he hopes to continue
his studies at either the University
of Rochester or Indiana U.
An important date In his future
is June 21st when he will be
married.
Of immediate concern to Tom,
however, are the remaining games
on the schedule, especially the meeting with Dayton, who rejected him
because of his size ( 6'0, 180 lbs.)
As for this rivalry 'foin says, "I
hate UC; Miami has some great
guys whom I love to beat; but !
have to show Dayton that I'm not
too•small to hurt them."
In reference to Xavier's dramatic
come-from behind victory over
Marshall, Kiebach said, "In the
first half we still had UC on our
minds. Coach Eller shook us up
between halves, and we wP.nt out
and beat them like I knew we
would."
Kicbach maivcls at the tremendous spirit generated at X and he
will always cherish the many acquaintances he made as a member

Muskle
Morsels

The Intramural Tennis Tournament will be held October 16th and
the Volleyball League will start
October 15. Deadline is today for
the Tennis Tourney and Monday
for the Volleyball Tourney.
For the Tennis Tourney: Singles
and doubles In double elimination.
Sign up In IM office.
For information call: Jack
Lewis 521-6228 or Mr. Sullivan
--INTRAMURAL OFFICE.

Father Philip Quinn, the popular
Brockman Hall chaplain, jogs
every morning at 7:00 am around
XU track. He maintains that jogging will eventually be a bag fad
here at X. So far one other hearty
soul has joined FatherQuinnonhis
morning jaunts . . . Bob Quick
was rejected by the Army because
of a bad knee. He hurt the knee in
a game against Fairfieldtwoyears
ago. King Cobra rejoined the Bullets after the physical examination
and scored four points against the
Royals last Friday. Before coming
home Bob had one game where he
scored 20 points, grabbed 10 rebounds in 24 minutes playing time
;t"' ..
•.•~~-... Look alikes: Cardinal's MJke
Shannon and Coach Dave Lynch
Lynch's army address:
erl5645952, Company D, lOth
AL IPPOLITO darting through Marshall line for huge gain. Ippy Batalllon, 2nd Training Brigade,
was the offensive star of the game for the third consecutive week. US Army Training Center, Fort
Aiding In clearing path for Ippolito are ( 21)
( 61) Campbell, Kentucky 42223
John Shinners, and ( 80) Jim Murray.

-

OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE WEEK- AL IPPOLITO ; i. . :·
GENE ··,oTTINGi.q.,,.,:·
DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF TH~ WEEK
•

I

·I''·''
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A

News Report

FAST Features
Grape Spokesman

Tlt.e Library:
''U1thttrried Moderation''

By DENNIS A. REPENNING, News Marutging Editor

A plea for "Boycott Grapes" will be heard this
afternoon in the Grille as two representatives from
the Grape Farm Workers Union, George Saragossa
and Louis Melendrez, will speak at the year's opening Faculty and Student (FAST) Talks.

By ROBERT WILHELM, News Associate Editor

Incoming freshmen who- never experienced the old
Schmidt Building Library and its antiquated borrowing system cannot fully realize the advantages of the
new .McDonald .Memorial Library. Spacious and
comfortable, it should serve as the focal point of
studying and research on campus.
The library exists primarily as
a service institution, catering to
the needs of the academic community who depend upon it, closely
integruted with other educational
facilities and requiring a staff no
less professional than the teaching
staff. Unfortunately, the underlying philosophy seems to be one
of unhurried moderation
The chief task now before the
library staff is to update the collection to match the up-to-date
building. Specific titles of both
books and periodicals regularly
needed by the student are often
unavailable. Back issues of many
magazines (even such a standby
as Time) are limited or simply
don't exist. This is especially true
of the "controversiartitles (Nation,
New Republic, National Review)
added only last year. National
Catholic Reporter dates from less
than six weeks ago. Still lacking
are such titles as Interracial Review, Christian Science Monitor,
and War Peace Report. Master's
theses, although there, are nearly
impossible to obtain. It's also unusual, in this day and culture,
that such magazines as Life,
Ebony, Saturday Evening Post,
etc., are not taken by the Univer-

slty Library. However, these, and
other of the "fine arts'' periodicals
are available at the 0. L. C. Library, where :Xavier students have
library privileges.
One of the chief causes of student dissatisfaction is the library's
present 83 hour week. Finances
prohibit keeping the library open
until 11 or 12 P.M., and longer
ho.urs on holidays and holydays,
but it would not seem unreasonable
to extend the check out hours and
keep all three floors open during
the present hours. Dormies especially complain about the 5 P.M.
Sunday closing.
Steps forward have been taken.
Plans are in the offing to at least
partially index the books on the
second and third floor, making
those quick trips to the first floor
card catalogue unnecessary. Other
student suggestions have centered
on lifting or· increasing the two
book restriction on books of the
same classification; creating typing
rooms, smoking rooms, and a paperback collection; and student use
of the elevator. Perhaps, with the
sealing of students on the committees and increased attention to their
voice, worthwhile suggestions will
find their way into library policy.

The guest speakers, whose
union is connected with the United
Farm Workers Organizational
Committee headed by Caesar Chavez, will discuss aspects of thl' nationa! consumer boycott against
California grapes. The boycott is
aimed at forcing the grape growers
of California to recognize attempts

Something Better- YFA
The Young Friends of the Arts
promise an exciting evening for
all college students at Music Hall
on Wednesday, O:tober 16 at
7:30. The shows heterogeneous
make-up - Symphony, Edgecliff
Theatre,' Playhouse in the Park,
and even some Tijuana Brass
sounds by the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra - should appeal
not only to the typical nose-turned
aristocratic arts lover, but to the
more progressive fan as well.
Edgecliff Theatre plans a scene
from ".The King and I", and The
Playhouse in the Park will do the
final scene from .their current production "St. Joan." The Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra will present
a short selection and accompany
the other arts organizations. Many
displays from the Art M useurn and
other cultural facets will be shown.
The program, sponsored by
Y. F. A., anticipates a full house of
3700 with a favorable representation from The Mount, Edgecliff,
and U.C. . Larcy Uhlenbrock,
Vice
.

President of Y.F.A. feels that,
"Something Better will provide
ample opportunity for the Xavier
students to be entertained as well
as Increase the prospects of
feminine companionship in their
Social Life. We have designed this
year's program to remove some of
the "stuffed -shiftiness" normally
attributed to Fine Arts Programs,
and substituted a more progressive
program aimed at pleasing Xavier
students that normally are not to
be considered 'culturally Ninded.'
The price should be more than
pleasing," he continued, "It's Fl'ee.
You can't possibly lose by attending, but you might have much to
gain - so why not go?"
Bus transportation will be provided from Xavier for a nominal
fee, and possibly a combined venture with Edgecllff will be worked
out. Pick up your free tickets and
sign up now for a bus reservation
at the University Center Information Desk.

at unionizing the industry manned
largely by migrant workers. In
addition, they will enlist people
willing to join in informational
picketing of local outlets of a prominent national food chain.
Mark Wilkins, Class of '70,
appointed by Student Council as
the FAST coordinator, expressed
"There are two main· questions focused on this week: do the grape
growers have a right to suppress
political organization by employees to improve their plight
and do the union representatives
have a right to call for a national
boycott against the growers to
achieve their ends.''
The Faculty and Student Talks,
originally implemented by the
1965-66 Xavier Student Council,
are presented to bring about meaningful dialogue in an informal atmosphere between faculty and
students.

TH·E SHIRT
LAUNDRY
3616 .Montgomery Road
EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
Few Blocks North of the Dorm

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES
e 4- HOUR SERVIC!E e

'69 Camaro SS Sport Coupe, plus RS equipment
. . . ......
-~

-

,_

GM

MAftlt Of UC£llfNC[

z lt. Jl[ 3ft.

o~!!:~J:9S

Ask the kid who owns one.
. Some people have a hard time including Hugger Orange, which
communicating with youth.
is wild.
Not us.
It is: Full of new features
We just bring· on the 1969 including bigger outlets for the
Camaro, then teil ft like it is.
Astro Ventilation, a 210-hp standIt is: Restyled inside and out ard VB, and a lock for the steering
with a new grille, new bumpers, column, ignition and transmission
new parking lights, new instru- lever.
ment panel, new steering wheel,
It is: Available with a little
new. striping, and new colors device that automatically washes

.•,

your headlights when you hold the
windshield washer button in.
It is: Still wider and weightier
than the rival sportster we're too
polite to name.
You should drive a 1969 Camaro
at your Chevrolet dealer's the ·
first chance you get.
Even if you're 42.
Puttinc you first, keeps us first.

*Send any black & white or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
"Swingline"cutoutfrom any Swingline
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:
POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 165,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash, check, or money order (no
C.O.D.'s). Add sales tax where appli·
cable.
Poster rolled and mailed (post·
paid) in sturdy tube. Original mate•
rial returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Get a

Sw-n811ne
Tot Stapler
'9~"

:including 1000 stul>lesl
Larger size CUD Dtt!.~t
Stapler or·Jy Sl •• 9

Unconditionally guo.ranteed.
At uny stationery, variety, or book store.

..s~INC.
LONG ISLAND CITY, tJ.V.11101
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Scholastics Return

Th and Pl

Flu §laots
Arrangements have been made
through our Student Health Service to provide flu shots again this
year to those who are interested.
If you have not had flu shots in
other years, the doctors suggest
two shots, one now and one in
January. Otherwise, one shot is
sufficient. The service charge will
be :;il.OO per shot.
The doctors recommend that the
flu shots be given immediately before the start of cold weather. If
you are interested, rteasc pay your
$1.00 per shot charge to Mrs.
Margaret Dillon in the Treasurer's
Office, first floor, Schmidt Building.
Present the receipt to the personnel
at McGrath Health Center, Kuhlman Hall ground floor entrance,
Ledgewood .Ave. The Health Center will administer shots this year
from 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m., Monday through Friday.

Frank Leinhart·

'fhe Anintal That Struggles

Dy OWEN DONAHUE, News Reporter
The education of large numbers
of young people in America and
throughout the world is the biggest
single responsibility the Society of
Jesus has taken upon itself. It is
also a difficult and challenging one.
It demands that Jesuits in the classroom and inuniversityadministration face the most pressing questions of our time. Which means
that they themselves must be liberal
enough to let these questions be
asked honestly and openly and
that they be humble and de~icated
enough to search for the answers
with their students. Steps are being
taken to meet this responsibility.
Last year the dean of the Jesuit
College Program, Hev. Joseph
Pendergast SJ, initiated a policy
which sent, on a volunteer basis,
four Jesuit Scholastics from Milford to residence at Husin~n Hall.
At the end of each quarter a new
group replaced the old until by the
end of the year most of the second
year Scholastics had taken their
turn.
The program was so successful
last year that eighteen of the nineteen Scholastics now at Milford
have requested a quarter or a
semester on campus.
Hight now, Dan Hartnett S.J,
who spent the summer in mission

work in Peru, and Bill Sarther SJ,
an accounting major, are sharing
a room at Husman while Mike
Barnas ~J, is rooming with a lay
student. Mike finds that the biggest
advantage to being on campus is
that there arc a lot of activities
which he can get involved in here
for which he would be unavailable
if commuting to and from l\Hlford
every day. He said he has been
learning from the inside what the
college experience is all about. Living on campus is liberalizing and
educative because of the many different kinds of people he runs into,
and because of many "intangibles"
which, like education itself, can't
be calculated.
Dan Hartnett feels that XU
rather than Milford is the real center of a Jesuit Scholastic's educational life, and living on campus
allows him more freedom to get
fully involved with the life of 01e
university. A major fringe benefit
for him is the opportunity of getting to know the Jesuits in the XU
community and of understanding
their outlook better.
gvery Jesuit Scholastic majors
in Theology but also specializes in
a field of his own choice. The reason for this is to provide a balanced education and also to help
each man work toward a synthesis
of faith and culture.
As envisioned by the superiors
of the province, the policy of having Scholastics live on campus for
a quarter is to provide a transition
for next year when the College
Programs will be relocated on the
campus of the University of Detroit.

"Fire is want and satiety."
-- Heml'litus
Last week I spoke of co nsdousness as a form of pain. Hecently
several people have taken issue
with this conclusion as being too
mechanistic. Actually this position
could hardly be less mechanistic,
even is the pain-pleasure pri nciples to which it has reference have
some unfortunate mechanistic connotations. In fact, theanimalwhich
approaches most closely the idealized model of pure reflex behavior
is also the simplest organism, and
therefore the least capableoffeeling
either pleasure or pain. Some readers insist on considering a philosophical position in terms of its
antecedents rather than on its own
merits. Very well. But rather than
relating mine to mechanistic premises, I wouid prefer to link it with
the early Greek philosopher Heraclitus, who held that all is change,
strife, and fire. The state of life is
striving. Satiety is only an instant,
a mere hair-line between the destruction of old wants and the creation of new. We may scoff at Heraclitus for holding fire to be the
principle of things, but we still usc
the participle "burning" to describe
intense desire or passion. Such a
desire may be buried deep within
the unconscious, but regulate conscious activity. It may be irrational
in itself, but it dictates the ends
which reason must accomplish. In
fact, desire is the principle of the
conscious ness.
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plex state of consciousness, it would
be well to treat some simpler forms
of awareness first. You can be conscious of a fire by seeing it, smelling it, or hearing it. Yet e\'en perception is a fairly advanced
actl\'ity. You could feel the warmth
of a fire. Or you could get burned.
.The experience of a burn is immediate, compelling, and undifferentiated. In other words, we're not
bothered by fine distinctions such
as whether or not "meaning" is
involved. Of course it could be
argued that such a primitive state
of consciousness is not consciousness at all, merely a rpflcx activity.
Scientifically this is true. But science
can only describe the behavior of
an organism objectively. It is the
subjectivity of the struggle to
accommodate the environment to
the self that constitutes consciousness. And pain only exists in a
subjective sense.
For flll animal consciousness
there is only self and non-self. The
non-self must be made to conform
to the desires of the self. If this
could ever be perfectly accomplished, consciousness would disappear.
An animal only becomes aware of
the environment as frustrating its
desires, therefore as distinct from its
desires, and therefore as non-self.
We sec then that all animal consciousness moves to subdue the
environment. The existence of the
non-self must be bent to the will
of the self as a slave to the will
of the master. lf this can be accomplished, that is if the environment
as non-self can be quickly brought
into accord with the desires of the
self, then conscious ness never
moves beyond the environment. It
is only through the experience
of the environment as immutable

Philosophy is much concerned
Jesuit education is, minimally, about the nature of ideational coneducation by Jesuits. And as the sciousn~ss. For instance, how does
education of Jesuits improves, as that thing which we call an idea
it is doing and will continue to do, come to attain that state which we
education by Jesuits will improve call "meaningful'"? Take the idea
in direct proportion. The on-cam- of "fire". You can isolate it or compus residence of Scholastics· is an bine it with other ideas to get a
initial step in the right direction. sentence. But as ideation is a com.-----__::.-------------------------,

that the organism turns inward and
seeks to modify its own desires.
Next week I hope to examine consciousness in the human situation.
If consciousness must be either
master or slave, is a community
not bused on eithc1· the assertion
or submission of the self possible?
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Elections for the Dormitory
Government System will be held
during the week of Oct. 14th to the
18th. Members of the Hall Staff
will conduct the elections for wing
representatives and explain the
structure
of the government
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Friends! Seniors! Sheepskin ch~sers! .Lend a_n. ear to a
rewarding career in menswear marketmg, merchandiSing, engineering at Van Heusen! For full information, send your name and
address to: College Grad Department, The Van Heusen Company,
417 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10016.

And wherever you find a congenial crowd, you'll
find Coca-Cola. For Coca·Cola has the refresh·
ing taste you never get tired of. That's why things
go better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke.
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No doubt the most embarassed
person connected with the Summer
Athenaeum was Dan Gardner,
whose "Sketches" on pages 17 and
23 somehow were lost in the whiteout.
But to begin: Tom Walla's exercise in dialogue and black humor,
"Manna" is a well-done piece of
minor prose. He has handled the
characterization well, and not once
does one lose track of who is speaking, though no effort is made to
identify the characters by name
save the ironic epithet of "Shakespeare".
"Pine Needles A Hundredfold"
is a poem I have read several times
prior to its publication in the

Symphonic Band
The Xavier Marching Musketeer Band changes its black and
white uniforms in for white concert blazers as it becomes the Xavier Symphonic Band, this week.
The Band will be playing at the
convention of the National Newspaper Aasoclation this evening.
Concert season is becoming longer
and longer for the Band as it is
trying to project a new image as
a true cultural organization on
campus, as well as off campus.
The Symphonic Band will present
a number of concerts on campus
as class "A" convocations, free to
all students, and will take an extensive concert tour of the midwest
area.

S.A.M.
The Society for Advancement of
Management is holding its first
business meeting at 6:30 P.M. on
Wednesday, October 16, intheTerrace Room of the University
Center.
All students from the Business
College as well as from the Arts
and Science College are invited to
attend.

Athenaeum, and I am convinced
that here Tom Smythe is at his
Jonathon Edwards best in reverse;
instead of killing us with terror, he
is
burying us in adjectival
granderu.

to be written. Some of the intellectual tricks are becoming, but on a
whole, the poem becomes a bit too
"snoutish" for this reader.

Interest":
Goal of YDs

By J. MICHAEL DUNPHY, News Executive Editor

Students on campus this year seem to be politically
concerned as evidenced by the one-hundred plus turnout at the Young Democrats first meeting last Thursday night.

Dan Kane again wrecks the
reader with his fragments "The End"
Tom Collins, a junior from McCarthy campaign, spoke in beDan Kane deserves credit for and "The Beginning", which I am
his courage. For the past year he convinced he had clipped together Cleveland, is the newly elected half of the Gilligan campaign.
has been dispelling short, straight- incorrectly in his drawer and deci- President replacing Chuck Penner. Ellyard reiterated the words of
Other officers of the club include: McCarthy in Grant Park this sumforward pieces like "Fall" and ded to play games with.
John
Sweeney, gxecutive Vice- mer when he stressed the need for
"Evening" without muddling the
Jay Moriarty's "Among A HunPresident;
Linda Keck, Vice-Presi- students to become involved in
matter with poetry. "Fall" reminds dred Mirrors" is a sort of Caume of a comment directed towards field-Hippie-Greaser confrontation dent OLC; Toni Lyle, Secretary; local politics and particularly in
the Gilligan 'Campaign. Ellyard insome of the attempts of James of week-end depressions which, in and Dan Laurence, Treasurer.
Wright, an Ohio Valley poet, whose the mode of true Romanticism, are
If one word would express the troduced a short biographical frlm
unpretentiousness sometimes elicits compounded into deep meaning by main thrust of the Young Demo- on the Gilligan campaign which
a simple "So What?' in reaction. the crack of autumn leaves.
crats this year it would be involve- the audience responded to rather
enthusiastically.
"Evening", however, has a small
"Raven To The Sky'' deserves ment. The Young Dems are on a
delicateness reminiscent of the
Elsewhere in the area ofpolitics,
of
anti-apathy
campaign
in
type
much more discussion than can be
haiku, and one hesitates signifithe Young Dems will be attempting
which
activity
is
all
important.
made in a few snide phrases, so
cantly longer before he says "So
to bring Sen. Edmund Muskie on
I will pass over it, saying only "Our primary goal this year,"
What?'
campus sometime before the elecstated
Collins,
"is
to
get
thestudent
that if one likes religious jig-saw
involved in campus activities. We tion. Also, attempts are being made
Mike Henson's "In The Office'' puzzles, this is the thing.
want the students to take an active to bring Robert Humphrey, son of
is, I think, a modest attempt to
Jack Patton's non-poem is interest in the university; to support the leading Democratic candidate
present a fairly common situation
loaded with baggage which calls Student Council and campus func- for the Presidency, on campus for
with something of. a Virginia Woolf
for a porter. Patton is a tyrant tions; and there is an opportunity a l<,AST talk.
perspective in mind. I say this only
with words, yoking them together to become involved in political
after consulting with Mr. Henson
The Young Dems will no conwithout a metaphysic. Only Patton activity either through the Young
on the matter of Woolf, and discentrate solely on politics this year.
will understand this.
Democrats or the Young Repub- Several social activities are in the
covering his sublime disgust with
Not lightening the situation any licans."
that wench.
offing. This Saturday, Oct. 12, will
is Editor Walla's editorial psalm
The Young Dems main political be the kick-off drive fortheGUligan
Thank goodness for "Maitland
on death in which an old man activity will center around John campaign followed by a party at
Walters." Singlehandedly, this Mitsuffers.
Gilligan, former U.S. Congress- the Highland Towers in ML
ty-type approach carries the issue
Finally, "Canto 1" ends It all man and presently holding down Adams for all the campaign workout of obscurity and places it in
the realm of capable college liter- on a new note- one of uncertainty. the lone Democratic chair on Cin- ers. Arrangements are being made
ature. Timothy Bullard, who last Joseph M. Lerant discovers man- cinnati's City Council. Gilligan is for a ski trip and the annual trip
year won the Xavier Short Story kind and almost makes something seeking election to the U. S. Senate to Washington. Also, the Young
opposing William Saxbe, Ohio's. Dems will sponsor a SL Patrick's
Contest, indicates that he is not a of It - almost.
Day party and Chrisbnas party.
one-shot winner. The story is wellIn summary, the issue fell far Attorney General.
written, the dialogue fresh and real- below past issues, and reads much
Anyone interested in joining the
Dr. Peter Ellyard, introduced as
istic - a good enough achievement worse than "Poetical Effusions of a former advance man for the Young· Dems should contact Tom
in any one's book.
Collins in Husman 362.
the Spirif', an underground antholRichard Muller's "Going To The ogy now in preparation in the
PaRamounT PICTUReS PResenTS
Gypsy Fair'' presents numerous darkest intellectual currents of
a
DlnO De LBURenTIIS PRODUCTIOn
problems in technique, such as the Xavier.
inversion of word order for the
A final observation might be
sake of rythm, and the use of a that although "Sumer was icumen
fallible meter. As far as content in" when this issue of the Athenaeum
goes, it is not much more than an went to press, there seems to have
essay in the commonplace irony been a melancholy attachment
of death.
among the writer-Musketeer to
Anthony Wentersdorrs "Evo- death-wish, fragmented reality, and
lution" is a good poem waiting tendenL'Y toward intellectual suicide. Xavier forever.

Per:fect symbol
o:f the love you share

Robert Klelcamp, S.A.M. moderator and local businessman, will
be the speaker.
This is a membership meeting
and all interested students are urged
to attend.
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SEE BARBARELLA DO HER THING STARTING
WED., OCT. 16, GRAND THEATRE, IN CINCINNATI
621·0704

AND SOON AT ATHEATRE·IN YOUR AREAl

